
Guide to Petition Handling Results 
 

1. Information on Civil Petitioner 

c 1AA-2107-0855585 ~ 1AA-2107-0963457 

E-Mail  

Application 

No. 

1AA-2107-0855585 ~ 

1AA-2107-0963457 

Date of 

Application 

2021-07-19 

 

2. Civil Petition Results 

Summary of 

requested 

petition 

Request to Icheon, South Korea, to take administrative action against illegal 

dog farms. 

Results 
1.Thanks for interesting in our civil administration. 

2. I understand your complaint is about illegal dog farms and eating dogs. 

3.The following is the answers of your complaints 

A. Icheon city cracks down when we received complaints about illegal dog 

farms. And we need the correct address and pictures about illegal dog farms. 

So, the farms where you know, Please let us know about the correct address 

and pictures.(slaughtering scene)  (If you send me the pictures, you should 

submit accurate pictures of illegal dog farms. Ex) pictrues of dogs cages and 

dogs ...)  

B. We do not have authority for reforming about the laws. That is why we 

cannot answer for you about the reforming laws which forbid eating dogs.  

So, please file your complaints about eating dogs with the Government of the 

Republic of Korea 



C. Eating dogs is international problem. We are aware of it. So, Icheon city 

also suggests about this problem to Korean government. We also try to solve 

the problem as you do it.  

4. And, Please note that this civil complaints such as this one are handled in 

accordance with the Civil petitions treatment act Article 22(Supplemetation, 

Withdrawal, etc. of Civil petition Documents) 

(1AA-2107-0855585, 1AA-2107-0861466, 1AA-2107-0779527, 1AA-2107-0859086 

1AA-2107-0855541, 1AA-2107-0856062, 1AA-2107-0855712, 1AA-2107-0855641 

1AA-2107-0855785, 1AA-2107-0910811, 1AA-2107-0855789, 1AA-2107-0916693, 

1AA-2107-0855953, 1AA-2107-0855987, 1AA-2107-0855791, 1AA-2107-0855999, 

1AA-2107-0856019, 1AA-2107-0856414, 1AA-2107-0861201, 1AA-2107-0883546, 

1AA-2107-0861630, 1AA-2107-0885944, 1AA-2107-0885132, 1AA-2107-0885815, 

1AA-2107-0901309, 1AA-2107-0886894, 1AA-21070900695, 1AA-2107-0886843, 

1AA-21070908722, 1AA-2107-0902773, 1AA-2107-0906945, 1AA-21070909594, 

1AA-21070912250, 1AA-210-70912633, 1AA-2107-0887498, 1AA-21070929564, 

1AA-2107-0929564, 1AA-2107-0946330, 1AA-2107-0963621, 1AA-2107-0963457) 

5, Thank you. When you have any questions, Please contact us.  

Department of Stockbreeding  

Icheon Argicultural Technology Center 

38-52, Buak-ro, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea 

(Tel: 82 31-644-2612) 

Organization Icheon Argicultural Technology Center 

Department 
Department of Stockbreeding  

Date of 

processing 

2021.7.26. 

Staff in 

Charge 

JUNGEU, LEE ( just92@korea.kr ) 

 

mailto:just92@korea.kr

